
How to Improve Your SEO with Internal Links
 

Content marketing professionals do not entirely control the technical elements of SEO. The

process involves other specializations such as user experience, design, and information

technology. Among the challenges marketers face in technical optimization is building

internal links. Consider these factors when creating internal links on your website. 

 

Prioritize User Experience (UX) 

Search engines value positive user experiences since they make things easier for end

customers. Do not bombard visitors with advertisements, thin content, or disrupting

interstitials when they land on your site. The user will not be able to focus on your website

because these will cause them to click away. 

 

 

There are now billions of data points that Google has collected on how users interact with

search engine results pages. Their algorithms can be tweaked based on UX, and that ability

will only get better as time goes on. 

 

The importance of UX is even greater now that Google has launched mobile-first indexing

and is launching more rich SERP results. But more than just adhering to good practices,

creating a good UX is crucial for conversion goals. 

 

You will encourage visitors to return to your website when you offer valuable content and a

nicely designed site. Your visitors are more likely to stay and become customers if you

ensure a smooth user experience. You are a more trusted source of information if you can

tell visitors what to do quickly and clearly. 

 

Flow of Link Value: Mind the Flow 

One website's link value does not just flow from another's. Additionally, it navigates between

pages within the same site. However, it is unclear exactly how internal linking affects a

business. In the past, website administrators had a better idea of their site's PageRank.
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pages and edit the linking structure to distribute that value. 

 

Today, however, sculpting PageRank can't be targeted. Instead, SEO professionals have to

rely on tools and metrics to assess domain quality. It is nonetheless important to know your

site's link structure and make sure your landing pages aren't diluted. 

 

Prioritize link value by streamlining your navigation structure. Make your layout neat by only

putting the most important links on each page. 

 

Only a few links let you emphasize value on the most critical areas, whether they are spread

evenly among top-level pages or down into specific sections of the site. Your link-building

strategy must match the content's structure and where you want the links to go. 

 

Don't Disregard Hierarchy 

Visitors should not be afraid to scroll through your page or click links. Don't hide the details in

first- or second-level pages. Group your content into clusters of topics and find a way to

display a high-level view on the home page. 

 

In the modern age of SEO, it is okay to target multiple keywords within one page. Due to the

growing use of context and semantic keywords by Google today, search optimization experts

think in big-picture terms, instead of thinking about keyword density. It is more effective to

structure content today from top to bottom, which enables topics within topics to develop on

websites. 

 

Using this method, you will increase your chances of ranking higher for a wide range of

keywords and be able to hit all types of keywords, from generic terms to long-tail ones. When

you organize and easily navigate your content, you ensure that it is relevant and easily

discoverable. 

 

Trying to put everything on the home page or the navigation bar can be a struggle for many

business owners. It's understandable that they would think this way. After all, the business is

their baby, so everything about it is important to them. The challenge for the SEO specialist is

determining which links to target and how to build depth and context for this brand. 

 

Use Contextual Links 

Using internal links, users can easily locate information. By providing a good user

experience, the internal linking structure of your website can increase your ranking. Creating

internal links involves ensuring that the websites you are linking are related. 

 

For instance, if you have a blog post explaining the advantages of a skincare routine, you

can include two to five product links in the post. You must not link to any other reference or

product that has nothing to do with skincare. 

 

The main purpose of a linking structure is to provide a better user experience. The links you



make to mental health tips in your skincare article will jar people searching for skincare

routines. 

 

Make unique content 

A successful website needs two things-unique content and a seamless user experience. It

isn't going to be easy to become an authority if your page is the same as others' in your

niche. In particular, this is true for sites looking to break into saturated niches. 

 

As well as having the same content as other websites, you could inadvertently duplicate

content inside of your website. In addition, there can be legitimate reasons for a website to

have duplicate content. For instance, if you are an online retailer offering products in multiple

categories, you must post the same product description on each page. 

 

Each product description on every page must be customized. There are many places where

duplicate content is necessary, but there are many places where it isn't. Check out how much

content you need to change with tools like Copyscape. 

 

Conclusion 

Your website can be ranked higher by following internal linking practices. You will build a

strong link profile if you consistently ensure good UX through relevant links and unique

content on your website. 

 

Partner up with Ranked to increase the organic traffic to your website. With our high-quality

weekly content and backlinks, we help agencies and enterprises build stronger brands

online. Book a free trial today or book an appointment to learn more! 


